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      Richard C. Miller To the entire iRest Community, first, and foremost, I want to begin by saying unequivocally, I take complete accountability for my actions. Through my understanding of the personal posts on Facebook by a former employee of iRest Institute, and through many conversations with innumerable iRest Teachers, students, my wife, family and friends, I feel true regret and devastation, and tremendous sadness, grief and remorse over the consequences my past actions have caused. With respect for this former employee, I am issuing this statement, with my desire to be transparent and answer any and all questions you might have. While some degree of resolution was documented in years past, I understand now that the repercussions of my actions have extended through time and into the present. I understand that in 2012 I was in a position of privilege by being able to move forward from the experience once it was resolved, and yet this former employee has experienced a lasting negative impact. To my regret, some of this impact may not be repairable, but I hope with all my heart that this timeline will, at the very least, offer this former employee, and all who are impacted, both past and present, the accountability and transparency deserved. Below is a timeline of events that I have tried my very best to detail with neutrality. Should any of my statements be found by this former employee or anyone else to be slanted, I hope to have the opportunity to consider any bias I may have that I do not see. I include a personal note at the bottom of this timeline. Timeline In early 2012, this former employee was hired by iRest Institute as Director of Operations. In our work together we developed a close working relationship and personal friendship. During the course of our working relationship, I developed a romantic attraction to this former employee. In late 2012 (October to December), while struggling in my marriage, on three occasions I inquired of her that if I were single, would she be interested in exploring a relationship with me. Each time she replied “no” to the question. As a result of these three inquiries, she reported feeling uncomfortable and reported this to iRest Institute’s Board Members, staff, teachers, and her friends. With her consent, iRest Institute hired Dr. Stephen H. Sulmeyer, J.D., PhD to mediate a discussion and resolution between she and I and provide private counselling exclusively for her. She and I met with Dr. Sulmeyer on January 31, 2013 and February 1, 2013 in order to come to a resolution around her workplace complaint, in the hope that she might comfortably continue working at iRest Institute. As a result of our meetings with Dr. Sulmeyer, she and I mutually signed a Memorandum of Understanding during the first week of February 2013. The Memorandum acknowledged the inappropriateness of my actions and set out an agreement for myself and this former employee to continue working together in a manner that was mutually respectful, and that there would be no further solicitations on my behalf to her. During, and following mediation, I independently enlisted the services of a professional psychotherapist to help me examine and understand the inappropriate inquiries I had made with this former employee. Since the above workplace incident took place, it has been my commitment to remain open and receptive when speaking with any person who has come to me with concerns regarding my transgression with this former employee. To this end, I will continue to be open to any discussions that support healing, closure, and my own furthered growth and understanding. In the ensuing months after my inappropriate workplace behavior, I met with this former employee on numerous occasions and offered my sincere regret and apology for the consequences my actions had caused her. I conveyed that I understood, as a result of mediation and personal psychotherapy, the consequences and discomfort that my actions had caused her and that I was deeply regretful and sorry. She continued to work at iRest Institute for four months until she tendered her resignation in June of 2013. At that time, the Institute exercised a standard practice, as was customary under California law, to offer a severance package that included a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) which, if signed, provided additional monies to the wages duly owed to her. After some negotiations, she voluntarily signed the NDA and accepted the accompanying severance package on July 5, 2013, writing in her signing of the letter: “Thanks for this. I feel good about this arrangement.” Subsequently, the Institute continued to work with her in a consulting capacity. In 2017, she asked me to write a testimonial for her book which I agreed to, wrote, and sent to her for inclusion. In 2017, she came to the Institute and expressed interest in engaging in iRest Institute-sponsored retreats and trainings, as an iRest Trainer and Teacher. The Board of Directors took up her proposal for consideration to engage her as a contractor working for the Institute in this capacity. The Institute consulted with its legal counsel who subsequently advised the iRest Institute Board not to rehire anyone who had previously left employment, no matter the reason for their departure. Subsequently, it was conveyed in writing to this former employee that while she could not be engaged as a contract Trainer/Teacher for Institute-sponsored events, she had the total support of the Institute as a certified iRest Teacher to teach iRest classes, workshops, immersions, retreats, etc., in any capacity she so wished. In 2020, she reached out to the Institute questioning the legality of the NDA previously signed. The Institute sought out legal advice and the NDA was found to remain a valid contract under California law. The Institute also took the issue to its independent Ethics Committee for review where it was determined that the validity of an existing NDA was a legal issue and out of the scope of the Ethics Committee. Nonetheless, the Ethics Committee recommended the Institute review its process of employees signing NDAs when departing the organization. The former employee was notified of both the legal opinion and the Ethics Committee’s decision by the Institute’s lawyer via email who stated in her letter “If you have any questions about the separation agreement, or the facts giving rise to your negotiated departure, please contact me.” Now, with clarity of the inappropriate nature of this NDA, iRest Institute has released this former employee from the NDA that she entered in 2013. So much clearly, before, the Institute regretfully got lost in the bureaucracy of legal counsel. It has been the long-standing intention of both me and the Institute to fully support this former employee to teach iRest classes, workshops, retreats, or immersions – an intention that remains to this day. She has been and always will be an important part of the iRest community, and I hope I can be a part of repairing where this hasn't been understood to be the case. Personal Note I realize that my actions resulted in her feeling stressed and uncomfortable in her place of work, which no one should ever have to feel. I was in a position of power, which made my already inappropriate interactions with her all the more inappropriate. I did not think clearly through the power dynamics when I asked her if she would consider pursuing a relationship. My work and teachings are intensely personal to me and where I have formed deep and lasting friendships. It was and is my job, however, to be aware that I employ people, am a teacher, and my power and privilege have a huge bearing on the paths and trajectories of all those who surround me. While this was a one-time incident and that there has never been another complaint made about me to iRest Institute, I do know what a huge tension and dis-ease what I did can create, especially in a work environment. I cannot fully express my profound sadness, grief, remorse and regret for not having been more aware of how my actions would affect this person. I know my actions sit within a larger history and context and I don’t think I can write a statement on this topic without acknowledging the tremendous pain, hurt and grief in our Yoga community, our society and culture as a whole. We belong to a system that uplifts men such as me and makes it harder for women, people of color and other minorities to succeed. It also makes it difficult for these communities to participate in the teachings that are so dear to my heart. I am a part of that and the inequality and systemic unfairness of that structure. Clearly, I have had blind spots and I have not done enough. My teachings are to do with welcoming and not cutting off aspects of ourselves. While I took legal advice and counsel on the best course of action, this does not excuse that she was in some way not able to feel whole, live and speak her truth because of the NDA. This is my continuing apology. While I believed we had come to a mutual agreement, and that I had walked through this with integrity, the manner in which my actions were addressed was outdated and actually not in line with my own personal beliefs. Women have historically been silenced and there is huge importance to hearing women and women being heard. I’m sorry that it took these recent events for her to feel she could be. My actions do not reflect who I want to be in the world or the world I wish to help create. I can do better, and I promise to do and be better. I want to be part of the solution and the conversation that creates healing. I also want iRest Teachers to feel empowered and supported to carry these teachings out into the world. With this in mind, I fully support iRest Institute in re-examining their policies with respect to employed iRest trainers and retreat leaders. I want and will do whatever best serves our community and these teachings. I fully accept consequences that may come my way as a result of my actions. iRest Institute needs to be at the forefront of the healing we wish to see in the world. I wish to be part of that change. I want to apologize again to this former employee, my wife, family and friends, to the iRest board, staff, the iRest community, the yoga community at large, and anyone else I’ve let down. In moving forward, it is our many voices together that help heal and enable progress in a way that benefits everyone. I hope to be part of the many voices that are being called on to address these most important and relevant issues of our time. I want to thank iRest Institute’s Executive Director, Alana Siska, for her leadership, help and counsel, to my wife and family, and all my friends who are lending me their support, to those lending their support to this former employee, and to those willing to use their voices to support accountability and transparency in this challenging, but hopeful, time of understanding and change. Please feel free to contact me should you wish to discuss anything or ask questions. I can be reached by email at rmiller@irest.org Richard C. Miller 
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